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Abstract
We present a novel task of document-level script event prediction, which aims to predict the next event given a
candidate list of narrative events in long-form documents. To enable this, we introduce DocSEP, a challenging dataset
in two new domains - contractual documents and Wikipedia articles, where timeline events may be paragraphs
apart and may require multi-hop temporal and causal reasoning. We benchmark existing baselines and present
a novel architecture called DocScript to learn sequential ordering between events at the document scale. Our
experimental results on the DocSEP dataset demonstrate that learning longer-range dependencies between events
is a key challenge and show that contemporary LLMs such as ChatGPT and FlanT5 struggle to solve this task, indi-
cating their lack of reasoning abilities for understanding causal relationships and temporal sequences within long texts.
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1. Introduction

Understanding event semantics and their associ-
ated relations is a crucial task in natural language
processing, with applications in discourse under-
standing (Nie et al., 2019), automated storyline
extraction (Swanson and Gordon, 2008), and infer-
ence of missing events (Zhou et al., 2022b). One of
the most challenging tasks in this domain is script
event prediction (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008),
which aims to predict the subsequent event from a
candidate list following a chain of given events.

Prior work has focused extensively on script
event reasoning at the sentence level, mostly ig-
noring events at the document level spanning mul-
tiple paragraphs or the full document. Real-world
documents such as contracts and articles may be
long-range with multiple pages and hundreds of
paragraphs. Such documents may have informa-
tion about related events located far apart. Extract-
ing the sequence of event occurrences is a non-
trivial problem requiring multi-hop reasoning and
contextual understanding of event temporality and
causality. Current evaluation datasets for script
event prediction, such as MCNC (Granroth and
Clark, 2016a), exhibit a low prevalence of global
discourse-level event chain annotations, wherein
local syntactic cues (Wang et al., 2017a; Lv et al.,
2019) and sentence-level semantic understanding
(Li et al., 2018; Bai et al., 2021b) helps achieve
near human-level performance. In this work, we
extend the script event prediction task to docu-
ment scale to propose the Document-level Script
Event Prediction task (see Figure 2), which re-
quires discourse-level contextual understanding as

well as multi-hop reasoning to predict the logical
order of event occurrence in the text.

To address these long-standing challenges, we
introduce DocSEP - Document-level Script Event
Prediction, a novel dataset for document-level
script event prediction in two new domains: con-
tractual documents and Wikipedia articles. Con-
tract documents contain rich event timelines and
cause-effect conditions. Understanding the logical
sequence of events in contracts is an important
business problem with legal and monetary conse-
quences. Wikipedia articles serve as important
sources of rich knowledge semantics containing
diverse event information with relational facts. The
context and the candidate events are extracted
from long multi-page contracts and Wikipedia ar-
ticles (∼ 2500 words). Events may be located
several sentences or paragraphs apart and require
multi-hop temporal and causal reasoning.

Document-level script event prediction requires
the model to consider global event-event interac-
tions to resolve temporal and causal relations be-
tween events to recover the chain of logical event
sequences. Prior work has looked at using local
semantics or heuristics-based graph learning tech-
niques. Past research has explored the use of local
event co-occurrence graphs (Li et al., 2018; Zheng
et al., 2020a; Lee et al., 2020), but did not explicitly
utilize sequential event logic graphs from narra-
tive texts, which can serve as a source of external
structured knowledge for event correlation. Recent
generative LLMs like FlanT5-XXL (Chung et al.,
2022), LlaMA (Touvron et al., 2023), and ChatGPT
have exhibited remarkable ability in zero-shot learn-
ing yet struggle to outperform supervised models
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Figure 1: The document-level script event prediction task involves choosing the most reasonable script event
(green) following a chain of discourse-level context events (yellow) from a set of candidate events (red) spanning
multiple paragraphs in a long text document.

for long-dependency temporal relation extraction
and script event prediction (Yuan et al., 2023). The
temporal and causal relations predicted by LLMs
or task-specific supervised models can be noisy
and unreliable due to a lack of high-quality labeled
data and hallucinations in textual grounding. We
hypothesize that these mispredictions can be cor-
rected by optimizing the model to find an alignment
of event-event relations that satisfy semantic con-
straints with the least amount of penalty incurred
due to logical constraints. Optimal transport is an
established mechanism to efficiently find an align-
ment plan between two groups of points (i.e., global
event–event relation label distribution in our case)
based on their pairwise transportation costs and
the distribution mass accumulated on the points.
We hypothesize that the optimal transport-based
optimization approach can explicitly recover under-
lying global temporal and causal relations through-
out the document and aid in predicting the next
event following a chain of script events.

In the era of LLMs and prompt-based generation,
script event prediction still holds major significance
for understanding event-centric discourse in long
context documents. LLMs have been shown to
struggle in grounding event understanding to docu-
ment context due to their strong tendency to hallu-
cinate. Supervised script event prediction methods
can provide a reliable alternative for exploiting tem-
poral and causal reasoning for event chain extrac-
tion. We introduce DocScript, a novel script event

prediction model to efficiently find an optimal align-
ment plan between noisy and target event pair rela-
tions to learn the logical order of event sequences
in long-context narrative text. Further, most pre-
trained language models (PLM), such as BERT,
T5, and GPT, use token-level learning objectives
and thus are unable to capture the correlations be-
tween events, ignoring event-specific knowledge.
To better augment the generalized knowledge of
pre-trained models with event knowledge for script
event prediction tasks, we propose novel event-
aware instruction-tuning tasks for the base Trans-
former language model - Event Chain Coherence
Detection, Re-ordered Event Sequence Genera-
tion, and Event Pair Connectivity Identification, to
effectively learn sequential event reasoning. Our
work offers two main contributions:

1. We propose DocSEP - Document-level
Script Event Prediction, a novel dataset for
document-level script event prediction in two
new domains: contractual documents and
Wikipedia articles.

2. We benchmark several baseline models on
the document level script event prediction task
to study their ability to learn the logical order
of event sequences in long-context narrative
text and effectiveness in utilizing temporal and
causal reasoning for subsequent event predic-
tion.
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2. Related Work

Script Event Prediction: Previous studies have
used pair-wise relationships (Chambers and Juraf-
sky, 2008), composite word embedding functions
(Granroth and Clark, 2016a), temporal ordering
(Jans et al., 2012a; Pichotta and Mooney, 2016),
and event chain information (Wang et al., 2017b;
Lv et al., 2019) for predicting the subsequent event.
Prior work has also explored statistical correla-
tions between event nodes in graph structures
(Li et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2020a; Lee et al.,
2020) and attention (Wilner et al., 2021). A recent
line of work combined the strength of transformer-
based models with graph-structured data. (Zheng
et al., 2020b; Du et al., 2022a) encoded knowledge
graphs using graph embedding to integrate entity
representation with language models. (Guan et al.,
2018) proposed a retrieval-based method to lever-
age structural information of knowledge graphs.
However, constructing complete event logic graphs
that retrieve related context events is non-trivial
and error-prone due to noisy temporal and causal
dependency extraction techniques (Mathur et al.,
2022; Chen et al., 2022). Contemporary event un-
derstanding methods utilize pre-trained LMs such
as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019a) that lack discourse-aware event cor-
relations as they are trained via Masked Language
Modeling, which does not capture causal and tem-
poral relations between multi-hop events required
for document-level script event prediction.

3. Document-level Script Event
Prediction Task Formulation

Let document D be a sequence of n tokens
[x1, · · · , xn] and p events (ei

p
1). For a given event

chain of m − 1 lying on an event chain (referred
to as context events) C = (e1, e2, ..., em−1), the
document-level script event prediction chooses the
most suitable subsequent event em from a candi-
date list O = {o1, o2, · · · , ol}. The set of candidate
events is sampled from the superset of document
events except the ones identified as context events
(O ∈ {ei}p1 − C).

4. DocSEP Datasets

Next, we propose DocSEP dataset - the first corpus
that explicitly focuses on event chains spanning
several sentences and paragraphs in a document.
Table 3 emphasizes the key differences between
the existing MCNC and the proposed DocSEP
dataset. DocSEP has two sub-variants: (1) DocSEP-
Contracts - derived from legal contracts (2) DocSEP-
MavenWiki comprising of Wikipedia articles.

4.1. Data Acquisition

The DocSEP-Contracts corpus is formed by extract-
ing 100 contractual documents from the Atticus
dataset1 (Hendrycks et al., 2021a), which were
originally sourced from public domain SEC con-
tracts. Due to the multi-page length of these docu-
ments, we limited the annotations to the first 2500
words, excluding the definition sections since they
did not contain many events for this task. We con-
struct DocSEP-MavenWiki by utilizing Wikipedia ar-
ticles from the MAVEN-ERE (Wang et al., 2022)
corpus.

4.2. Constructing Event Logic Graph

Event Logic Graphs (ELGs) are directed cyclic
graphs whose nodes are events and whose edges
stand for the temporal, causal, or conditional re-
lations between events. Essentially, ELGs are an
event-centric knowledge base that reveals evolu-
tionary patterns and connected logic of real-world
events (Ding et al., 2019). We construct an ELG
graph corresponding to each document, which is
then utilized to extract script event sequences at
the discourse level. To obtain the ELG annota-
tions required for our task, we follow (Ding et al.,
2019) and perform the following steps - (1) Event
and Time Expression (TIMEX) Span Extraction,
(2) Temporal Relation Extraction and Dependency
Parsing, (3) Conditionality and Causality Extrac-
tion. Wikipedia documents for DocSEP-MavenWiki
sourced from MAVEN-ERE already have annota-
tions for Task (1)-(3). We obtain manual annota-
tions for documents required for DocSEP-Contracts
corpus.

Following annotation, we perform Sequential Re-
lation Parsing to select all sequential relations be-
tween event nodes. We resolve all relations to
follow forward logic from tail to head event. To
achieve this, we reverse Before relations to form
After and align conditional relations from condition
to action. We merge subsets of Overlap and Equal
relations into single event nodes. For all anno-
tation, we use the BRAT tool2 (Stenetorp et al.,
2012) and employ 5 freelance annotators from Up-
work with past experience in linguistic annotations
due to the difficulty of legal language. Annotators
are provided with example annotations and guide-
lines for each labeling task. We train two sets of
annotators per task if they pass a qualifying task
to label a small set of 100 annotations with high
accuracy to increase the dataset quality. All anno-
tations were verified by an expert annotator with a
background in computational linguistics to resolve
conflicts. While our focus for this work is script

1https://www.atticusprojectai.org/cuad
2https://brat.nlplab.org/
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Feature DocSEP-Contract DocSEP-MavenWiki
Events 0.79 0.76
Timex 0.81 0.83
Temporal Dependency Links 0.62 0.67
Causal Dependency Links 0.64 0.69
Script Event Prediction 0.76 0.79

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement for DocSEP dataset using Cohen’s Kappa.

Statistics MCNC DocSEP-Contracts DocSEP-Wiki
Documents 1.03M 98 2310
Events 522K 27K 49K
Timex - 1628 12046
Temporal Relations - 20K 316K
Causal Relations - 1874 28K
Script Event (SE) Chains 160K 128K 5.64M
SE with Temporal Connective only - 126K 5.28M
SE with Causal Connective only - 1681 356K
Average Document Length 31 2479.23 232.79
Average Sequence Word Distance 8 212.66 174.50

Table 2: Data Statistics comparing MCNC (Granroth and Clark, 2016a) with DocSEP Contracts and Wiki.

event prediction, we believe that the event-logic
graph developed here for DocSEP-Contracts may
be useful for the community working on legal NLP.

4.3. Script Event Sequence Generation

In order to extract script event sequences needed
for our task, we perform Depth First Search on
the Event Logic Graph to select all event chains
of lengths greater than four, ignoring the TIMEX
nodes. We extract only 4 context events per data
sample following the MCNC dataset. Our method-
ology can be extended for longer event chains
as well which we defer to future work. For each
document, we sample subsets of four consecutive
events from the event chain between the start and
end node such that all event pairs are separated
by multiple sentences/paragraphs. Each instance
in the DocSEP dataset is paired with five options,
out of which only one is the correct ground truth,
and the remaining is incorrect. To create multiple
choices, random events not belonging to the same
sub-chain are sampled from the document while
ensuring the event options are all sampled from a
threshold neighborhood of 1000 words above or
below the nearest context event to the correct event
option in the text document. The incorrect events
were carefully chosen such that they do not share
any common ancestors in the graph. Consequently,
this ensured that the “incorrect options” in MCQ
were always non-related to the context events and
diminished the possibility of cases where multiple
options are correct script events.

4.4. Data Quality Estimate

Table 1 reports Cohen’s kappa for the ELG con-
struction in DocSEP. We report a high degree of
inter-annotator agreement across all sub-tasks and
the main script event prediction task. For DocSEP-
MavenWiki, IAA metrics for ELG are sourced from
(Wang et al., 2022)). We hired two experienced
linguistic annotators to manually annotate and ver-
ify the correctness of script event MCQs in the
evaluation split for each dataset. Annotators were
asked to choose the most plausible subsequent
event for each MCQ. In cases of conflict, a linguis-
tic expert was asked to select the ground truth
annotation. We report IAA for this task in Table 1
and as a human benchmark evaluation in Table 4
on the full test set. We observed a high accuracy of
87.33% and 91.45%, respectively, enhancing our
confidence in the correctness of the MCQ setup.
Note only 22.1% of the MCQs have their sequence
of the chain events to be the same as their tex-
tual order, which is close to the random answer
selection baseline (20%). Annotators were also
asked to mark if more than one option can be con-
sidered the correct next script event to assess the
dataset ambiguity. We found that less than 5%
of MCQ samples had multiple possible correct op-
tions (4.6% for DocSEP-Contracts and 3.8% for
DocSEP-MavenWiki), which were then discarded.
Data Statistics: We create a train, validation, and
test split for both DocSEP-Contracts and DocSEP-
MavenWiki with a ratio of 70:10:20. Each split
has unique documents to prevent data leakage.
Table 2 describes the data statistics comparing
MCNC (Granroth and Clark, 2016a) dataset with
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Statistic MCNC DocSEP-Contracts DocSEP-MavenWiki
Avg Doc Length Sentence-level (∼ 31) Multiple Pages (∼ 2480) Multiple Paragraphs (∼ 250)
Temporal Logic ✗ ✓ ✓
Causal Logic ✗ ✓ ✓
Domain News Legal Contracts Wikipedia Articles

Table 3: Comparison of DocSep with Multi-Choice Narrative Cloze (MCNC) dataset (Granroth and Clark, 2016a).
DocSEP is the largest discourse corpus for script event prediction tasks on contracts and Wikipedia articles.

DocSEP corpus. MCNC has a comparable number
of event chains to DocSEP-Contracts, while DocSEP-
MavenWiki has 50x more script event annotations.
Overall, DocSEP has a significantly higher aver-
age sequence word distance and document length
measured in the number of words, allowing investi-
gation of document-level script event prediction.

5. DocScript

We introduce DocScript (see Figure 2)- a novel
neural architecture for document-level script event
prediction that uses Optimal Transport between
event pair representations and edges of noisy
event logic graphs extracted from the input doc-
ument. It leverages three unique event-aware in-
struction fine-tuning tasks to help the model learn
the correct order of logical event sequences.

5.1. Document Encoding

We prepend the special tokens <e> in front of each
event in the input document D, except for context
and candidate events, which are prefixed by <ci>
and <oi>, respectively. We leverage LongT5 - a
long-context pre-trained transformer to obtain the
embedding of each word in the document. The
output embeddings (last hidden states) from the
LongT5 encoder and the decoder are represented
as HE = LongT5_Enc([x1, x2, < e >, ..., xn]) and
HD = LongT5_Dec([x1, x2, < e >, ..., xn]).

5.2. Event-aware Instruction Tuning

Inspired by Wei et al. (2021), we perform event-
aware instruction fine-tuning of the LongT5 model.
1. Event Chain Coherence Detection: We want
the model to be able to recognize a correctly
ordered event sequence from a scrambled one.
Given a document D in the train set, an event
chain s = (e1, e2, e3, · · · , er) is extracted. We aug-
ment each positive example with a negative event
sequence by scrambling the tagged special tokens
for, e.g., s− = (e1, e3, e2, · · · , er). We construct
a prompt that incorporates the text document fol-
lowed by one of the positive or negative event se-
quences (s+ or s−). We add the suffix instruction
- “Is the sequence of events in the correct order?
Answer in yes or no only.”

2. Re-ordered Event Sequence Generation in-
volves prompting the LongT5 model to generate
correctly ordered event sequences. Given a docu-
ment D, an event chain is extracted from its Event
Logic Graph as s = (e1, e2, e3, · · · , ef , · · · , er). We
generate a negative sample by swapping out one of
the events ef with another event e

′

f not lying on the
event chain to form s

′
= (e1, e2, e3, · · · , e

′

f , · · · , er).
For the event to be replaced, we change the posi-
tion of the corresponding special token < ei > to
the false event. The document text is concatenated
with the scrambled event sequence. We then ap-
pend the suffix instruction -“The correct order of
the event sequence is,” and we pass it through the
LongT5 model, which is supposed to generate the
correct sequence of events.
3. Event Pair Connectivity Identification Given
two events in the document, we want the model to
learn to predict if the events lie on the same event
chain in the logic graph. For two selected events ei
and ej in the document text, we construct a prompt
with document text followed by a suffix: “Are events
ei and ej on the same event chain? Answer true
or false only”. We expect the model to generate
true/false as the answer during prompt training of
the LongT5 model, which we then compare to the
ground truth text.

5.3. Event-Pair Representation Learning

We build an event-pair relation matrix F ∈ Rp2×d

to capture the correlations between event pairs
(ei, ej). We use the embeddings corresponding to
the special tokens in LongT5 encoder output to
compute an event-pair feature vector F (ei, ej) by
concatenating the element-wise similarity (⊙), the
cosine similarity (cos(, )), and the bi-linear similar-
ity between hEi

and hEj
as: F (ei, ej) = [hEi

⊙
hEj

; cos(hEi
, hEj

);hEi
W1hEj

]. We hypothesize
that global interactions between event pairs can
help learn interdependencies between discourse-
level chain events and subsequently guide the
script event prediction task. Inspired by (Zhang
et al., 2021), we use U-Net (Ronneberger et al.,
2015) architecture to enhance information ex-
change between event pairs at the document level
for implicit reasoning. The U-net architecture U
contains two down-sampling and two up-sampling
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Figure 2: DocScript Model: The input document is passed through a LongT5 transformer model instruction-tuned
with event-aware self-supervised tasks to obtain hidden states from the encoder (HEnc) and the decoder (HDec).
The event embeddings from the encoder are pairwise combined to form an Event-pair Feature Matrix, which is then
passed through U-Net architecture to obtain the Event-Pair Relation Matrix (Ê). A weakly-labeled Event Logic Graph
(ELG) is built by extracting noisy temporal and causal relations between event nodes and is transformed into its
equivalent hypergraph to convert the edges to nodes and the nodes to hyper-edges using Dual Hypergraph Transform
(DHT). The hypergraph is passed through the Edge-GAT network to extract the edge attributes corresponding to
each node pair. We perform Optimal Transport between the Event-Pair Relation Matrix Ê and Edge Attribute Matrix
E

′
to optimize the transportation matrix with a cosine function-based cost matrix. We combine the ELG-Optimal

Transport loss LELG−OT with Script Event Prediction loss Lscript for the script event prediction task.

blocks with skip connections to capture both local
and global information as Ê = U(W2F ). W1,W2

are learnable weights.

5.4. Script Event Prediction as Event
Logic Graph Optimal Transport

Recovering the logical interdependencies between
event pairs can guide script event prediction at the
discourse level. Hence, we train the DocScript
model to match the learned semantic representa-
tions of event pairs in the relation matrix with the
corresponding edge features extracted from the
document event logic graph via Optimal Transport.
Document Event Logic Graphs (ELG): We ex-
tract the Event Logic Graph (ELG) from each input
document D as a directed cyclic graph G, where
the vertices are event mentions ei connected by
edges that represent temporal t or causal c rela-
tions between event pairs. The ELG node embed-
dings are initialized with the special event tokens
embeddings from the decoder output HDec. To ex-
tract the contextual edge representation from the
ELG, we exploit hypergraph duality that transforms
the original ELG into an equivalent hypergraph with
the ELG edges and nodes mapped to respective
nodes and hyperedges of the hypergraph. The hy-
pothesis behind this transformation is that if we can
change the role of the nodes and of the edges of
the graph with a shared connectivity pattern while
accurately preserving their information, we can use
node-based message-passing schemes in hyper-

graph to learn the ELG edge representations. Let
the Event-Logic Graph G = (V,A,E) be defined by
its node feature matrix V ∈ Rp×d, incidence matrix
A ∈ {0, 1}p×q, and initial edge attribute E ∈ Rq×d

for q edges each of which is a one-hot encoding of
relation types. The incidence matrix A denotes in-
teractions between nodes and edges. We perform
Dual Hypergraph Transformation (DHT) (Jo et al.,
2021) to interchange the node and the edge fea-
tures of the original ELG into a hypergraph followed
by edge-based GAT convolution message-passing
(EGAT) (Chen and Chen, 2021) between nodes
of the dual hypergraph to effectively represent the
edge attributes of the original Event-Logic graph.

We now describe the approach to utilize Event-
Logic Graph Optimal Transport (ELG-OT) for
document-level script event prediction. We treat
the event pair feature matrix Ê and edge attribute
matrix from the document ELG E

′
as the source

and target matrices. Optimal transport aims to
compute a minimal cost transportation plan be-
tween a source distribution µs, and a target dis-
tribution µt defined on discrete probability spaces
X,Y ∈ Ω, respectively. We compute the ELG
optimal transport loss using the Sinkhorn-Knopp
algorithm (Cuturi, 2013) using cosine distance as
the cost function: LELG−OT = Sinkhorn(Ê, E

′
).

Script Event Prediction: For all given script event
candidates in an event chain, we perform softmax
over their learned event pair feature Ê between
the candidate event oi and last context event em−1

to get the final scores as P (oi|e1, e2, · · · , em−1) =
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exp (Êi,m−1)∑
j exp (Êj,m−1)

. During training, we select the

candidate event with maximum probability as the
predicted event: argmaxi P (oi|e1, e2, · · · , em−1).
Given an event chain and a set of event candi-
dates, our goal is to minimize the cross-entropy
loss between correct answers and predictions as

Lscript = − 1

N

N∑
k=1

∑
i

log(P (oi|e1, · · · , em−1))

5.5. Training DocScript

Multi-task Learning: We simultaneously opti-
mize script event prediction loss (Lscript) and ELG-
Optimal Transport loss (LELG−OT ) as they both
reinforce each other owing to their shared event se-
mantics. The final optimization takes their weighted
sum as L = λLscript + (1− λ)LELG−OT , where λ
is a hyperparameter.

6. Experiments

Baselines: We compare the following models:
Event Pair and Event Chain Based Methods:
(i) PMI (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008) is the co-
occurrence-based model which adopts Pointwise
Mutual Information (PMI) to score candidate events
and it does not use the entire text, (ii) Bigram
(Jans et al., 2012b) computes event pair relations
based on bigram probabilities. (iii) Word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) learns word embeddings of
events from training text corpora, (iv) Event-Comp
(Granroth and Clark, 2016b) learns the strength
of association between two events using a coher-
ence function, (v) PairLSTM (Wang et al., 2017a)
integrates event order information using LSTM, (vi)
Sam-Net (Lv et al., 2019) integrates event-level
and chain-level attentions through adopts Denset-
Net. Event Graph-Based Methods: (i) SGNN
(Li et al., 2018) learns a narrative event evolution-
ary graph (NEEG) using GNNs, (ii) HeterEvent
(Zheng et al., 2020a) encodes word-event rela-
tionship by graph attention mechanism as input to
BERT. Pretrained Language Model Based Meth-
ods: (i) BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) fine-tuned on
truncated documents containing the context and
option events. (ii) LongT5 (Guo et al., 2022) is
a long-range Transformer models for long docu-
ments. We also compare recent promptable LLMs
like ChatGPT (GPT-3.5 Turbo) and FlanT5-XXL
(Chung et al., 2022) by utilizing two types of prompt
strategies - (1) Zero-shot: Given the document, we
design a prompt with full document text followed by
pairwise reasoning of consecutive context events
in the prompt (e.g. "Ej is subsequent script event
to Ei"), and the query - “Given the text and chain of
events, choose the most suitable next subsequent

event? ”; (2) Chain-of-Thought Prompting: We de-
sign a two-stage CoT prompt where we first ask
the model to determine the temporal/causal rela-
tion between the option event and the last context
event in the chain followed by prompting for options
for which the model predicts "after", "overlaps", or
"causal" relations. More details in the Appendix.
Training Setup - Dataset and Metrics: We train
and evaluate on DocSEP-Contracts and DocSEP-
MavenWiki from Section-4. Following prior work
of (Granroth and Clark, 2016a; Li et al., 2018), we
utilize the accuracy (%) of choosing the correct
subsequent event from five multiple-choice options
as the evaluation metric.

7. Results

Overall Performance Comparison: Table 4 com-
pares the performance all methods on DocSEP-
Contracts and DocSEP-MavenWiki datasets. We
observe that event pair models such as PMI (Cham-
bers and Jurafsky, 2008), Bigram (Jans et al.,
2012b), Pair-LSTM (Wang et al., 2017b), and
EventComp (Granroth and Clark, 2016a) perform
poorly on DocSEP, much lower than the majority
baseline. Sam-Net (Lv et al., 2019), SGNN(Li et al.,
2018), and HeterEvent (Zheng et al., 2020b) lever-
age sentence-level event chains and graph struc-
tures yet struggle due to distractor interactions
confounding the reasoning process in densely-
connected graphs. Methods utilizing Transformer
language models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
are challenged by their input length restriction of
512 tokens for contextual reasoning over longer
input lengths. Transformer models such as LongT5
(Guo et al., 2022) for supervised classification
over candidate event mentions. They both per-
form marginally better than the BERT but are chal-
lenged due to their inability to reason in a multi-
hop fashion. We observe that DocScript is better
than the generative BART model (Zhu et al., 2023)
and outperforms LongT5 and other Transformer-
based baselines by a significant margin DocSEP-
Contracts and DocSEP-MavenWiki. Overall, con-
temporary baseline methods show lower perfor-
mance on DocSEP due to longer input context, high
domain-specificity of contracts and Wikipedia arti-
cles, and lack of document-level context for event
embeddings. More on ablation results are in the
Appendix.
Comparison with Large Language Models: We
observe that generative LLMs like ChatGPT and
FlanT5-XXL are challenged for script event pre-
diction tasks in the zero-shot setting. FlanT5-XXL
generates random words from the document in-
stead of event triggers for prompts exceeding 512
tokens. GPT-3.5 is narrowly better at temporal un-
derstanding but fails to infer discourse-level causal
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System DocSEP-Contracts DocSEP-MavenWiki
Acc (%) Acc (%)

S
up

er
vi

se
d

B
as

el
in

es

Majority 20.00 20.00
PMI (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2008) 9.08 7.84
Bigram (Jans et al., 2012b) 6.67 12.85
Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) 22.46 26.34
Event-Comp (Granroth and Clark, 2016b) 22.56 26.85
PairLSTM (Wang et al., 2017a) 19.36 25.45
Sam-Net (Lv et al., 2019) 20.73 19.94
SGNN (Li et al., 2018) 19.84 20.03
HeterEvent (Zheng et al., 2020a) 25.66 29.35
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) 31.25 35.47
LongT5 (Guo et al., 2022) 34.27 38.87

LL
M

s FlanT5-XXL (Chung et al., 2022) 16.65 17.95
GPT-3.5-turbo Zero-shot 19.45 21.36
ChatGPT CoT 25.50 26.67
DocScript 39.16 42.55
Human 87.33 91.45

Table 4: Performance comparison of methods for script event prediction on DocSEP-Contracts and DocSEP-MavenWiki.
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Figure 3: Plot of accuracy % vs token length of the
event chains in input document.

information. ChatGPT (GPT-3.5) with CoT reason-
ing stands slightly better due to step-wise relation
inference but still lags behind Transformer models
like BERT. These results echo challenges in LLM
temporal reasoning found by (Yuan et al., 2023)
and suggest this task remains relevant in the era of
LLMs and GPT. Smaller supervised models prove
better than zero-shot LLMs in this domain.
Impact of Long-context Event Chains: Figure
3 plots the accuracy vs token length of the event
chain in the input document. The performance of
the BERT model degrades rapidly as the length
increases to over 500 tokens. LongT5 shows im-
proved performance but decays due to the lack
of structural knowledge about long-form logical
event relations, while ChatGPT remains unaffected
by length. DocScript model maintains steady im-
provement over baseline models with increasing
input lengths.
Discussion on Dataset: Our paper is the first to
provide a labeled corpus for document-level script
event prediction evaluation in two new domains -
legal documents and Wikipedia articles. The cost
and time spent on document-scale annotation were

prohibitively high. We believe that our work will
directly be helpful for several downstream applica-
tions of event timeline extraction in narrative and
contractual documents, where temporal reason-
ing over events has real-world legal and monetary
implications for users.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, we introduce a pioneering task in
document-level script event prediction, focused on
forecasting the subsequent event from a list of nar-
rative events within lengthy documents. To support
this endeavor, we introduce the DocSEP dataset,
comprising samples extracted from two distinct
domains: contractual documents and Wikipedia
articles. These domains present challenges, such
as events scattered across paragraphs, and ne-
cessitate multi-hop temporal and causal reason-
ing. Our proposed architecture, DocScript, along
with refined baseline models, addresses the need
to comprehend sequential event ordering at the
document level. Future works may expand cur-
rent methods to other low-resource domains and
exploit generative reasoning methods to extract
event sequences. Our current work is limited to
English. Extending this work to low-resource set-
tings will require exploiting language-specific tools
for event and temporal expression extraction. A
hard challenge to solve in adapting this work to
newer domains is the annotator expertise gap. We
believe that utilizing recently released GPT-4 style
models for noisy data annotation can act as a good
starting point to bridge this gap for new domains.
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9. Ethics Statement

We utilize the publicly available MCNC dataset for
the script event prediction task. Additionally, we
also curated two datasets on contract documents
and Wikipedia articles. We source the contract doc-
uments from a publicly available resource - ATTI-
CUS, as we repurpose the document in this dataset
for our task. Wikipedia article documents for the
DocSEP-MavenWiki dataset were sourced from
the MAVEN-ERE corpus, which openly releases
this data for research purposes. Our proposed Doc-
SEP corpus provides new annotations and does
not violate any privacy, as these documents are al-
ready in the public domain. There is no human bias
involved in such documents as they are business
contracts filed on the SEC website. These docu-
ments do not restrict reuse for academic purposes,
and any personal information was already redacted
before their original release. All documents and
our experiments are restricted to the English lan-
guage. We paid the freelance annotators on an
average $25 per hour for the entire annotation task.
The annotators were informed about the purpose
of the annotation and adequate accommodations
were provided to ensure there are no adverse ef-
fects such as annotation fatigue. The documents
to be annotated do not involve any content that is
harmful to any sub-population of the annotators as
they are sourced from business fillings and public
Wikipedia sources. There was no sensitive data
involved in the studies.
Potential Risks: Our models are exploratory and
academic in nature and should not be used for
real-world legal/contractual/healthcare purposes
without extensive investigations into their shortcom-
ings/randomness/biases. Unhandled Cases: The
current work is limited to the English language and
would need suitable tools in other languages to pro-
cess event logic graphs, temporal and causal rela-
tions, and language models. Moreover, our method
has been tested on limited domains of Wikipedia
text, narrative stories, and contracts. Applications
in life-critical scenarios such as healthcare, public
safety, and law will need further investigation.
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